A Family Affair
@EEE Annual Lunch

On Tuesday, 16 July 2002, more than 500 staff members of the School congregated in the Exhibition Hall, Nanyang Auditorium for our 7th School of EEE Annual Staff Lunch.

In addition to the good food and fine ambience, staff members were treated to a wonderful EEE Staff Show as fellow colleagues took to the stage to entertain.

There was music! A group of music loving technicians gave us two instrumental pieces: "Nan Ping Wan Jong (Southern Bells)" and "Rong Shu Sia".

There was singing! Prof Robert Gay's unplugged version of Bridge Over Troubled Water and September; a medley of Di Tanjong Katong; "Ming Tian Hui Gen Hao"; Ula Paloma Blanca and a Surprise Guest Appearance by Prof Er Meng Hwa serenading us with his favourite Chinese song: "Rong Shu Sia".

There was dancing! Dr Jesudoss Arokiaraj's O Poodu; Movement to Simon & Garfunkel's Sound of Silence; Line Dancing to Kiss Me Honey and a Chinese Fan Dance.

The afternoon's greatest surprise came when Assoc Prof Choo Fook Hoong and Assoc Prof David Chan whipped out their electric guitars and performed Appache by the Shadows. These Power Engineers really powered up and rocked the house down!!